


The Odyssey7Q+ is the most advanced, most
capable, most versatile monitor/recorder in the
world. The Odyssey7Q+ can record
HD/2K/UHD/4K via SDI and HDMI. Record Apple
ProRes, uncompressed DPX, and RAW (with the
Odyssey RAW Bundle).

The Odyssey7Q+ features an OLED monitor with
true blacks, accurate colors, extended color gamut
and a 176 degree viewing angle. Odyssey7Q+ also
features an extensive array of image analysis tools
such as waveform, Histogram, False Color, Pixel
Zoom, three-mode Focus Assist and 3D-LUTs.

Having the Best Professional Monitor/Recorder is a Big Plus!!



The Odyssey7Q+ is the most advanced, most capable, most versatile

monitor/recorder in the world. The Odyssey7Q+ can record HD/2K/UHD/4K. It

can record them via SDI and HDMI. It can record RAW (with Odyssey RAW

Bundle), uncompressed DPX, and Apple ProRes 422 (HQ). The Odyssey7Q+

features an OLED 1280x800 monitor with true blacks, accurate colors, extended

color gamut and a 176 degree viewing angle.

Along with the best image in the industry, the Odyssey7Q+ also features an

extensive array of image analysis tools, including an RGB waveform, RGB

Histogram, False Color, Pixel Zoom with finger drag, three-mode Focus Assist and

monitoring LUTs. The unique Multi-Stream Monitoring mode allows up to four

HD video inputs to be viewed at once in a quad-split view or to be live-switched

between in full screen. The Odyssey7Q+ weighs a little over one pound, is just one

inch thick and can run on any power source from 6.5-34 volts.

The Most Versatile Monitor/Recorder In The Industry
OLED Monitor With Tools, RAW and Video Recorder For HD Thru 4K, Multi-Stream Monitor/Switcher

APPLE PRORES & DPX RECORDING
The Odyssey7Q+ is able to record more formats and signal types than any other

DUAL/MULTI-STREAM RECORDING
With upcoming firmware releases Odyssey7Q+ and Odyssey7Q will be



FAST, RELIABLE SSD MEDIA
Video or RAW files are recorded to fast and reliable Odyssey SSDs, available in 256G, 512G and 1TB sizes. Two SSD slots allow for extended record times and high

dataload recording.

FUTURE-PROOF
Use Odyssey7Q+ as a monitor today on any modern camera. Add an Odyssey SSD and the Odyssey7Q+ is ready to record. When shooting with a RAW output camera,

Record Options can be purchased off the website at any time. Firmware updates continue to expand and refine the capabilities of the Odyssey7Q+

LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW POWER, SMART DESIGN
Clever design and a magnesium alloy case keeps the Odyssey7Q+ to just over 1lb (560g). The Odyssey7Q+ consumes 8-19W depending on mode, can run on anything

from 6.5-34v, and has no fans or venting to make noise or let in the elements.

FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS & MORE INFORMATION

ODYSSEY7Q+

FEATURESOLED Technology Extremely accurate color and contrast with true inky blacks and brilliant whites. This is an image trustworthy of designing lighting and setting exposure.

INTUITIVE UI Odyssey's capacitive touch screen compliments the intuitive user interface. No need to fumble through unlabled function buttons, lengthy menus, or scrolling.

All information is literally at your fingertips!

HDMI and SDI I/O HD/2K/UHD/4K Recording over HDMI or SDI w/ conversion

SDI-HDMI CONVERTER Conveniently built into the unit, easily convert signals and output to HDMI or multiple SDI ports.

VIEW MONITOR OUT - RECORD

CLEAN VIDEO

Display the monitor-out (viewfinder data) on the OLED while recording a clean video signal.

LUT SUPPORT ARRI Log-C, CANON C-Log, SONY S-Log, S-Log 2, S-Log 3

ASPECT RATIO GUIDES Standard and Custom (user adjustable), may be used for framing guides, Horizontal/Vertical Framing Guides Available

 FEATURES




